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Faculty senate approves core change for 2016
Zack Sherman
Sun Star

Changes slated for the 2016
fall semester will do away with
the Perspectives on the Human
Condition (PHC) requirements. The
requirements will be replaced with a
list of classes to choose from in each
of three disciplines that will make
up the new requirements. The UAF
Faculty Senate will not provide a list

of qualifying classes until after the
spring semester begins, leaving no
time for current students to adapt
their schedules to take advantage
of the changes that are coming.
The changes are rooted in a pair
of motions passed by the UAF Faculty
Senate during its Sept. 9 meeting,
one that changed the undergraduate
core requirements by removing the
current PHC for fall of 2016, and
another removing the oral and written

intensive upper division requirements
beginning in fall of 2017.
The new core system is being
implemented to comply with the
UA Board of Regents resolution to
adopt a common general education
requirement for the UA system.
The result is three areas of study,
within which students will be
required to complete courses. In
addition to reshaping the lower
division general education it removes

the foreign language alternative.
The new program will retain the
upper division ethics requirement.
“No, there are no plans to make
available the courses that will satisfy
the new requirements in time for
spring semester registration,” Rainer
Newberry, a member of the Curricular
Affairs Committee (CAC) said. The
CAC is a subcommittee of the Faculty
Senate and is tasked to complete
the new list of qualifying courses.
Continued “Core change” pg. 4

May, Wintermester
unaffected by
common calendar
Amanda Craig
Sun Star

In the face of implementation
of a common calendar, May- and
Wintermester will not be affected.
The mini-semesters, made available
twice a year for students to take
a 3-credit class over nine days,
is intended to aid UAF students
in completing the classes within
their four, five, and six-year plans.
“I don’t know where this rumor
got started,” Michelle Bartlett,
director of Summer Sessions &
Lifelong Learning, said, addressing
the on-campus rumors that the
mini-semesters would no longer be
available. “But they’re not going away.
The Board of Regents wants the whole
statewide system to have a common
calendar, so the discussion is not are
they going away, but could they fit
in the new calendar? And they can.”
In 2014, the University of
Alaska Board of Regents approved
a common academic calendar for all
campuses under the UA system in an
attempt to improve graduation rates,
simplify administrative processes and
provide better service to UA students.
The recent and future
bu d g e t c u t s h ave n o e f f e c t
whatsoever on Wintermester and
Maymester, according to Bartlett.
“We have created an opportunity
for students to help them get through
school,” Bartlett said. “SSLL operates
on the money brought in from tuition,
and we do so much to continue
to fund this program because it
is so valuable to our students.”
Aside from Wintermester and
Maymester, Summer Sessions &
Lifelong Lear ning’s operations
include 19 summer day camps,
educational travel opportunities and
hosting lecturers like Gloria Steinham
and Neal Brown. Students may
participate in the Summer Sweet
Deal, where students take 14 credits
while paying only for 10, if the student
passes all classes with a C or better.
T h e re a re s t i l l o p e n i n g s
available for 2016 Wintermester
and time for students to
register, according to Bartlett.
Wintermester will start on Jan. 4 and end
Jan. 13 of 2016, according to the UAF
website. 10 days of intensive studying
for completion of one three credit class or
several classes not exceeding three credits,
regardless of class difficulty. Some of the
classes are being offered through distance
delivery as well.
- Kate Nagibina / Sun Star

Tweet us! @ uafsunstar

Winter Showcase in review
Nick Meurlott of Dangerlot plays a song with his wife during the final act of the Acoustic Winter Showcase on Friday
night. Meurlott followed this performance by asking the audience to come sit in front of the stage, and then asking
someone to come on stage to “face their fears”. Full review on page 5. - Zayn Roohi / Photo Editor

‘Assimilation’ teaches historic lesson
Josh Hartman
Sun Star

“No Dogs or whites allowed,” read
a sign separating softer cushioned
chairs from metal fold-up chairs. The
sign, while not enforced, reflected the
atmosphere of the play “Assimilation”
by playwright Jack Dalton. The
play mirrors the oppression Native
Alaskans faced in boarding schools
by twisting the narrative—in
“Assimilation,” the oppressors who
ran the school were Yup’ik and the
victimized students were white.
“Our job is to make these
Whites as little a problem as
possible,” Elder, played by Louise
Leonard, said. “They must become
assimilated; it is for their own good.”
“Assimilation” was preformed on
Nov. 20, 21 and 22 at UAF. Dalton and
five actors, Leonard, Marian Wassillie,
Travis Draper, Tendal Mann, and
Jacob Holley-Kline, are showing the
play in developed and rural areas
of Alaska alike. Their goal is to heal
the entire state of a painful history,
according to a description of the play.
The practice of taking Alaska
Natives from their communities and
sending them to boarding schools
started in the early 1900s and
continued until the 1970s. In 1976
the State of Alaska started building
schools in communities with at least
eight school-age children in them,
effectively making boarding schools
no longer necessary. Dalton says
“Assimilation” is meant to help white

Paul, played by Jacob Holley-Kline, kneels in water soon to be filled with ice while being
lectured by Elder, played by Louise Leonard. This scene is from the play, Assimilation, written
by Jack Dalton. Photo courtesy of Maya Salganek

people, historically the oppressors,
understand what Alaska Natives
in boarding schools experienced.
“That’s why I turned it, so that
white people can understand,” Dalton
said. “I’ve had white people say ‘I’ve
never been anything but privileged in
my life and this play is the first time
I’ve felt oppressed. Now I can see
the world through different eyes.’”
Before the play started, Dalton
showed the audience a small box
of “stinkweed” using its Yup’ik
name, Caiggluk. Describing it as
the Yup’ik people’s most powerful

Like us on Facebook!

m e d i c i n e, D a l t o n s u g g e s t e d
thinking about the stinkweed for
strength while watching the play.
“Assimilation” is set in an
alternate timeline where western
civilization has collapsed and the
native peoples of the Americas have
become the controlling majority. Most
of the play takes place at the Paimiut
Boarding School for Wayward White
Boys in an Inuit village on the west
coast of Alaska, where the white
students are assimilated into the
indigenous culture by native teachers.
Continued “Assimilation” pg. 3
Follow us on Instagram!
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The public safety report is compiled from police blotter information and interviews with UAF police officers. Individuals
named as arrested and/ or charged with crimes in this report are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
Heather Penn
Sun Star

Welfare Check
11/17/2015 8:28 p.m. - A possibly
intoxicated man walking down Sheep
Creek road toward UAF was reported
to campus police. Officers located
the man, who blew a .199 on the
portable breath test. Officers were
unable to find someone to care for the
man and he was taken to Fairbanks
Correctional Center, where he refused
to enter. The man was restrained by
officers and sustained a cut lip. He was
taken to Fairbanks Memorial Hospital
to be treated for the injury, and was
subsequently returned to the Fairbanks
Correctional Center. The man was
banned from UAF from a year.
Suspicious Circumstances
11/18/2015 4:19 p.m. - A
damaged light pole was spotted
outside the Museum of the North. A
UAF Facilities bobcat clearing snow
unintentionally hit the pole leaving a
hole in the base. The driver may not
have known the accident occurred.

Dianna Rupp
Sun Star

Present: Benjamin AndersonAgimuk, Cordero Reid, Jonathan
Quiñones, Brandon Blum, Sabrina
Martin, and Kayleen Hansen.
Absent: Ryan Cain and Allyssia
Garcia.
Absent Excused: Erik Rickards.
After enjoying the long holiday
break, ASUAF senators reconvened

The damage is estimated at $200.

was returned to the correct owner.

Traffic Incident

11/19/2015 12:27 p.m. - An
unlocked vehicle at the Life
Sciences building was broken into.
A backpack with gym clothes, tool
box with miscellaneous tools and a
binder with personal papers were
taken. The items are valued at
$200. The investigation is ongoing.

11/18/2015 12:53 p.m. - Zeinab
Barati, 35, of Fairbanks, caused an
accident at North Tanana Loop by
failing to yield at an intersection.
The accident occurred north of the
Murie building and caused between
$5,000-$6,000 worth of damage to
the front left fender of the victim’s
vehicle. The damage to the left rear
of Barati’s car is estimated to be about
$1,000. Barati was cited for failure to
exercise due care to avoid an accident.
Theft
11/18/2015 11:18 p.m. - A report
of a stolen gym bag from the cubbies at
the Student Recreational Center was
made to campus police. The bag was
presumed stolen sometime between
10-11 p.m. After investigating officers
discovered that there were two similar
looking bags and the complainants
bag had inadvertently been taken.
Officers located the individual who
had the bag, ensured inventory of
both bags was taken, and each bag

Main Office:

(907) 474-7540
www.uafsunstar.com

11/19/2015 2:34 p.m. - A couple
arguing in Rasmuson Library were
reported to police. When officers
arrived the couple were no longer
engaged in the argument. The male

Quiñones and Government Relations
Director Leslie Drumhiller were
both unable to report their hours
this meeting, Public Relations
Director Hannah Witherington
claimed five hours over the past
week that were primarily spent
conducting interviews. She also
reported on behalf of the concert
board that Friday’s concert in the
Wood Center Ballroom was a success.
Due to the holiday break,
no committees met over the past
week, though the senate did opt to
push SB 185-017, a bill outlining
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for the weekly senate meeting this
Sunday at 4 p.m. in room 208 of the
Gruening complex. Though both
President Mathew Carrick and Vice
President Colby Freel were absent
from the meeting, senators passed SR
185-004, which will give recognition
to UAF’s sustainability project. After
debate and one failed motion to
amend the final amount, SB 185016, a bill meant to provide funding
for UAF student Kenzie Holbrook to
attend a builders conference in 2016
also passed, with a vote of 3-1-1.
Though Senate Chair Jonathan
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came in to police about a missing
wallet presumed stolen from an
unlocked locker at the SRC. The
stolen wallet contained cash, ATM
cards and various memberships
cards. The investigation is ongoing.
The police recommend using a
lock to keep valuables safe at the
SRC. Locks can be picked up for
free at the police station or can
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was found walking towards Taku and
the female was located upstairs in
the library. Both admitted to having
a verbal disagreement but there was
no assault or fear of one’s safety in
regards to the other’s actions. Both the
male and female were given disorderly
conduct warnings and domestic
violence infor mation packets.
Intoxicated Person
11/21/2015 3:17 p.m. - A call from
the Alaska State Troopers alerted
campus police to an intoxicated
person near College and University
Ave. Officers responded and made
contact with the man at Wickersham
Hall. The man had a Polar Express
card, a film department key, and a
dorm key despite not being a student.
He blew a .378 on a portable breath
test. Officers transported the man
to Fairbanks Memorial Hospital
where he was cleared to go on to
Fairbanks Correctional Center for
a sleep off. Fairbanks Correctional
Center refused to take the man
due to his level of intoxication. He
was then taken back to Fairbanks
Memorial Hospital and admitted.

ASUAF’s want for recognition in
regard to their financial support
of activities and students, out of
the Internal Affairs committee.
However, after further discussion,
the bill was sent back to committee
with a vote of 4-0-1 in hopes that it
will be reworked and better worded.
As the meeting came to a close,
Senator Sabrina Martin motioned to
post-pone next weekend’s meeting as
well in lieu of finals week. With a vote
of 4-1-0, the motion was passed and
the meeting adjourned at 4:40 p.m.
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Letters to the Editor
The Sun Star welcomes commentary from
our readers! Letters to the editor should be
no longer than 250 words. Please include the
author’s full name and contact information
(phone, e-mail or address). E-mail your
letters to editor@uafsunstar.com. Letters
must be received by 5 p.m. Friday in order
to be run in the next issue. All letters are
subject to editing for brevity and grammar.
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UAF conducts intruder training
Zack Sherman
Sun Star

University of Alaska Emergency
Management, in conjunction with the
UAF Police Department, conducted
violent aggressor training for staff
of the Butrovich building on Dec.
2. Training included firing blank
cartridges from an AR-15 rifle inside
the Board of Regents conference
room. The training prepared stafffor
what to expect and how to react
in the event of a violent intruder.
The training session was the
classroom portion of a larger plan
to help prepare staff for a violent
intruder on campus. Focus was on
not only what to do in a situation
of workplace violence, but also

‘Assimilation’
Continued from page 1
Throughout the play, Elder
referred to the Yup’ik people as
the “real humans beings.” While
the white students would never
really become “real,” according
to Elder, they could still learn
the ways of the Yup’ik people.
“Maybe they could live among
us... or near us,” Elder said. “When
[the student] is ready he can go live
in the white section of the village.”
Teaching Yup’ik language to
the students is a recurring theme
of the play. The language of
the white students is compared
to laziness and vice. The Yup’ik
language is forced upon the students,
who have difficulty learning it.
The character Michael, played
by Draper, had a particularly difficult

what to expect during and after an
incident. Additional elements of
the training included office visits
for each of the buildings suites
to help staff to analyze possible
escape routes, hiding places, and as
a last resort, improvised weapons.
“Run, hide, fight,” UA Emergency
Management Director Greg Busch
said. “That is the Department of
Homeland Security’s stance and
that is what we are recommending.”
UA F Po l i c e D e p a r t m e n t
L i e u t e n a n t Ky l e C a r r i n g t o n
emphasized Busch’s point when
speaking about human reactions.
“We all react to threats in one
of three ways, fight, flight, or freeze.
Freezing is the only option that is
unacceptable,” Carrington said.
“Do something, just do something.”

Busch encouraged staff to
work through what they would do
and stressed mental preparedness
as a key to surviving an incident.
“Give some consideration of
how will respond,” Busch said.
Instructions to mentally work
through and plan responses would be
repeated throughout the presentation.
Carrington conducted the bulk of
the briefing and called on staff to take
the time to look around their work
space, recognize that it can happen
here, and prepare accordingly.
The information was given further
emphasis when Carrington drew
attention to the shooting that was
happening concurrently in San
Bernardino, Calif., that ultimately left
14 dead and an additional 17 injured.
The training session, including

the firing of blanks indoors, was
conducted four times during the week.
All sessions were in preparation for
a simulated violent intruder exercise
to be conducted on Tuesday, Dec. 8
in the Butrovich building. A tabletop
exercise for the University’s incident
management team to practice their
planned response to an incident
will wrap up the training package.
“We plan to conduct after-action
reviews and implement a plan for
improvement,” Busch said. “We are
going to package up this program and
provide it to other campuses and sites.”
“This is a testing ground for
this plan,” Assistant Director
of the Office of Public Affairs
Kathleen
Wa t t u m
said.

time learning the language, but he
excelled at Yup’ik skills like hunting.
In one scene Michael presented a
song and dance he wrote about his
hunt for a seal to Elder. Despite
Michael’s attempts to assimilate, Elder
rejected his efforts to please her and
scolded him for trying to be Yup’ik.
This scene is the most important
one of the play for Dalton.
“It shows in the one scene how
badly Michael wanted to be Yup’ik,
how he thrived at being Yup’ik and
how Elder had the power to keep
him down,” Dalton said. “I think
that was the cruelest part of the real
boarding schools, even the young
native people who wanted to be
accepted were never accepted.”
The play also serves as a history
lesson and a reminder to what
occurred in boarding schools,
according to Christine John,
one of the attendees at the play.

“No one really knows what
happened. People look back and
mostly can’t tell you how bad it
was just because they’re unaware,”
John said. “It’s not taught in
schools, the hardship that our
parents and grandparents went
through in the assimilation process.”
Dalton made a similar
suggestion, to know the history of
where you live and how you as an
individual are part of that history.
“Accept the history and when
you realize what side you’re on, act
accordingly,” Dalton said. “Whether
you had nothing to do with it or
not, that’s the most I can ask for.”
After the play is shown, a
Healing Circle session is held so
attendees can discuss the play
and their own experience with
boarding schools. This session is
held after all showings of the play.
“There’s always someone there to

hear your story, you only have to be
brave enough to speak it,” Dalton said.
The play was originally
written by Dalton in 2010 and
it premiered in Anchorage in
November of the same year.
Dalton raised $15,535
with 78 backers on Kickstarter
to
fund
this
project.
Dalton and his play are on tour
around the state. The play was
shown at the Alaska Federation of
Natives Convention in Anchorage
and will continue to be shown at
other towns in Alaska. Their tour
will continue to Homer, Seldovia
or Nanwalek, Soldotna, and it
will end on Dec. 5 in Unalakleet.
There is a plan for “Assimilation”
to become the first part of a
trilog y, according to Dalton.

APPLY NOW FOR
SPRING TRAVEL FUNDING
from
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 Any year
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OIT to open campus technology store
John Dougherty
Sun Star

Students may no longer need to
leave campus or go online to buy new
gadgets. The Office of Information
Technology (OIT) has plans in
effect to open a technology store in
the Wood Center by fall of 2016.
“What we are looking to do is
create an experience for students
from the start of their relationship
with a piece of technology, which
is buying it, to the end of it,”
OIT Customer Support Services
Manager Tom Langdon said.
The store would sell computers
and tablets as well as other accessories
such as headphones, keyboards, smart
watches, projectors, and possibly
cameras, according to UAF IT
Engagement Specialist Debra Kouda.
“It wouldn’t just be a store where
you could just go and buy things. It
would be a place to go and explore as
well,” Kouda said. “So we would have
different tables set up, like a music
table with a whole bunch of new
music technology that’s come out.”
OIT is also considering selling
3D printers and other new and
developing technology. Plans for
the store include a space where
groups can run presentations, take
classes, and learn about various
computer, and technology topics.
The store will be located on

The proposed architectural plans for the technology store. Photo Courtesy of Martha
Hanlon Architects.

Core change
Continued from page 1
“To make a long story short,
we were concerned about being
rushed into making courses
decisions in time for November
pre-registration,” Newberry said.
“By giving ourselves a deadline of
early in spring semester, we’ll be
able to present a better product.”
Some students would prefer to
have the information sooner than
the CAC is prepared to release it.
“It’s awful, the way that [UAF
notifies] students is about keeping us
here longer. It’s not about helping
us graduate,” Nick Wells, a student
majoring in geological engineering set
to graduate in spring of 2016, said. “All
they want to do is make money off us.”
While the motion creating these
changes is fairly new, the mandate
is not. The Faculty Senate had
already resolved on May 7 of this
year to adopt the new system. That
gave seven months for the faculty
senate and its sub-committees to
both prepare a class list and inform
students of the upcoming change
prior to the Nov. 9 resolution.
“The delay in moving towards
the ‘pick among these offerings’
approach was caused by two
competing problems,” Newberry
said. He said the issues were based

the second level of the Wood
Center across from the ballroom.
OIT is currently seeking approval
to sell products through the Apple
Authorized Campus Store program.
“Our application has been
delayed several times because their
executive team hasn’t been able
to get together,” Karl Kowalski,
chief infor mation technolog y
officer for UA Systems, said.
If approved the store would
be able to offer Apple products as
well as Windows and other brands.
“Our goal is for it to be selfsustaining, so the store covers its
own cost to create the experience
for students,” Langdon said.
The store would also work
with various departments at UAF
to bring in new technologies.
“Any of the programs where they
are doing really cool stuff, bringing
that in and highlighting it there,”
Kouda said. “It would definitely
be cutting edge for the community
here and certainly for students.”
“A new piece of Technology
may not be something that the
School of Engineering is ready to
incorporate into a classroom but
let’s get it on campus, see how it can
be used, let people play around with
it, get experience with it hands on,”
Langdon said. “It would serve as
[an] innovation hub for Fairbanks.”

Perspectives on the Human Condition

upon bureaucratic changes at UAF as
to what sub-committee would create
the class lists and foot dragging on the
part of UAA in following the board of
regent’s motion. “So we (CAC) had to
start from scratch in late September.”
The new changes to the core
will begin in the 2016-2017 catalog
and will not be forced onto existing
students. Degree seeking students at
UAF work under the catalog year
when they enrolled at UAF in a degree
program, or when they declared
their current major. For example, a
student who began a civil engineering
degree in fall of 2011 works under
the 2011-2012 catalog even during
the 2016-2017 school year. Catalog
requirements for each degree can
vary from school-year to school-year.
Students may opt to change their
catalog through the Registrar’s Office.
“Changing the catalog can change
graduation requirements,” Ginny
Kinne, director of the Academic
Advising Center, said. Kinne attends
both the Faculty Senate and the CAC
meetings due to her position but is not
a member of either committee. While
Kinne has not been provided any
listing of the new core class options,
she said that the new system was based
on the current UAA, undergraduate
core system, however the UAA core list

Current requirements

Future requirements*

All of the following four courses:
Individual, Society and Culture (3)

*Specific course list has not been released

Political Economy (3)
Modern World History (3)
World Literature (3)
One of the following three courses:
Aesthetic Appreciation: Interrelationship of
Art, Drama and Music (3)

At least three credits in the
arts
At least three credits in the
general humanities
At least six credits in the
social sciences from two
different disciplines

Unity in the Arts (3)
Aesthetic Appreciation of Alaska Native
Performance (3)

would not be a good representation.
“We are moving to a similar...
system, but not the same [subjects].”
In addition to the changes
to the PHC, the second motion
passed calls for the removal of the
upper division written and oral
intensive core requirements, more
commonly referred to as the O and
W requirements. Instead, each
UAF department will be required to
prove that the intent of the oral and
written intensive requirements are
met by required classes within each
degree track. The change is slated to
take effect by the fall 2017 semester.
Current O and W class designators

will remain in place for two years from
implementation to accommodate
students in catalogs that require them.
“I would have liked that better,”
Chelsea Jones, a student majoring
in business, said. Jones explained
that she had been planning to take
a single course within her major
that met both her O and her W
requirements but that the class had
not been offered since she had met
the prerequisites, and would not be
offered before her graduation in the
spring. “I’m taking an entire extra
class in the spring to meet my W
class. They haven’t offered the one
that would do both in two years.”

CHILD, YOUTH & SCHOOL SERVICES AT FORT WAINWRIGHT!

“EMPLOYMENT FAIR” AT THE WINTER WARM-UP
HIRING CHILD YOUTH PROGRAM ASSISTANTS
4 to 6 pm • Dec 09 2015
UAF Community and Technical College
604 Barnette Street

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

YOUR CAREER

STARTS HERE!

FLEX, FULL TIME AND
PART TIME POSITIONS
GREAT BENEFITS
- Competitive Pay
and Incentives
- Discount on
Child Care*
*For CYSS positions only
On site pre-employment screening
will be conducted for applicants by
Occupational Health and Security
E-mail resumes and any
supporting documents (GED,
High School Diploma, etc) to

fortwainwrightjobs@gmail.com

- Educational
Opportunities
The Department Of Army Nonappropriated
Fund Instrumentalities are an equal opportunity
employer.
Only applicants that participate in the job fair
will receive consideration for this position.

For more information (907) 353-7285

maybe you look good in
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Try on a new look by writing for the Sun Star - a weekly print and web publication run and written by students.
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Review: Winter Showcase
Zayn Roohi / Photo Editor
Four Fairbanks bands took
to the stage late Friday night for
the Concert Board’s first acoustic
winter showcase. The showcase,
which took place in the Wood
Center ballroom, brought Alisha
Drumm, Bernie Bousa, Common
Courtesy, and Dangerlot to UAF.
The winter showcase was a stark
departure from the Concert Board’s
usual fall concert: between 30 and
40 people attended, two students
hosted, and there was free desert for
all in the back. Previous concerts
have at minimum 300 people, and
consisted of a famous musician
performing for the students, with
little to no audience interaction.
Despite
the
changes,
the concert seemed to be a
h i t w i t h a l l wh o at t e n d e d .

Alisha Drumm begins Friday night’s winter
showcase with original acoustic songs.
- Zayn Roohi / Photo Editor

UAF student Alisha Drumm took
to the stage first, both singing and
playing a mixture of original songs
and remixes. Her style was the most
acoustic of the four, with smooth
vocals and a soft, calming guitar
in the background. Even being the
quietest performer of the night, she
still managed to fill the room with her
sound. Being the opening act is always
the hardest, but she definitely nailed it.
While Drumm was setting up for
her final song, student hosts Daniel
Nero and Taylor Morgan got on stage
and sang a slightly bizarre, yet slightly
endearing cover of The Twelve Days
of Christmas. They replaced each day
with a student horror relating to finals,
but forgot how the tune of the song
went and spent at least a full minute on
stage trying to figure out how to sing it.
Next up was Bernie Bousa.
After a fairly normal first couple of
songs, he livened up the audience
by use of electronic drums, played
in the background. The drums
definitely added an electronic
atmosphere, creating an interesting
mix between acoustic and electronic.
The third act of the night was
popular punk band Common
Courtesy. They started off their
segment off with a warning to the
audience: just like a kayak going
out to sea, their performance would
get a little rough in the middle,
but would smooth out towards the
end. It was definitely an accurate
representation, with one of their first
songs being about the Palestinian
and Israeli crisis, and another that
seemed to be an acoustic remix of
a punk song. If they weren’t used
to playing more acoustic pieces, it
didn’t show, and they did manage
to wow the audience into calling for
more songs by the time they ended.
The final performance of the night
was Nick Meurlott, from the band

Bernie Bousa sings and plays the guitar with electronic beats in the background. Bousa said
that the practice of using beats was new to him, and quite different from his old style. - Zayn
Roohi / Photo Editor

Dangerlot. More than any of the other
bands, Meurlott managed to make the
performance very audience involved.
Meurlott asked the audience to
come sit in front of the stage, and then
invited one audience member up onto
stage to challenge her fear of attention,
while he gave an what seemed to be a
motivational speech. He also had his
wife come up on and sing with him.
His actual performance consisted

of several original songs. While not
the best singer out there, Meurlott’s
guitar playing was spectacular.
Though it may not be a
replacement for the usual fall
concert, it was nice to see the
Concert Board highlighting
Fairbanks music talent. It seemed
that most people in the audience
would agree that it was worthwhile
to go, and would go to another.

Popular Fairbanks punk band Common Courtesy gears up to sing their next song, a song about
the Palestinian crisis. - Zayn Roohi / Photo Editor

Nanooks open GNAC
with grueling wins
Aaron Walling
Sun Star

Travante Williams moves around a player from Northwest Nazarene during the Nanooks’ game
on Dec. 3. Williams scored 21 points, leading the Nanooks to the victory. - Max Mckernan / Sun
Star

Joe Slocum is jumping for a shot near the beginning of the Nanooks’ game on Dec. 3. - Max
Mckernan / Sun Star

The Great Northwest Athletic
Conference schedule opened and the
Nanooks sprinted out of the gate with
two impressive wins over Northwest
Nazarene and Central Washington.
Senior stars Almir Hadzisehovic
and Travante Williams propelled
the Nanooks men’s basketball
team to their first 2-0 GNAC
record since the 2004-2005 season.
In the first matchup, the Nanooks
took on the Crusaders from Northwest
Nazarene where they won 77-72 in an
ugly game. The Crusaders outplayed
the Nanooks in every statistical
category, except for the win column.
The Crusaders shot 47 percent over
the Nanooks 36 percent, and beat out
the Nanooks in terms of free throw
percentage in favor of the Crusaders
in 67 percent to the Nanooks 62
percent. However, the Nanooks relied
on their 34 free throw attempts to push
past the Crusaders. Travante Williams
had a double-double with 21 points
and 12 rebounds, while also having
Almir Hadzisehovic contributed
17 points and nine rebounds.
“This is kind of what I envisioned
with this game,” Head Coach Mick
Durham said. “Northwest Nazarene
has a brand new coach, a lot of
new players, and came in with a
lot of confidence and we had to
fight to break their spirit, which I

think we did over the final minutes.
We weren’t pretty offensively, but
we kept grinding defensively and
I thought we wore them down
towards the end. We had a ton of
offensive rebounds and effort plays
in the second half. It wasn’t pretty,
but we found a way to get it done.”
In the more impressive win, the
Nanooks held on to their lead over the
Wildcats from Central Washington
holding off a furious rally in the second
half of the game. The Nanooks
beat out the Wildcats 82-7, behind
Williams’ defensive abilities with four
blocks and seven steals while dropping
19 points. The defense for the
Nanooks continue to force turnovers
with the Wildcats making 17 while the
Nanooks only made eight turnovers.
“We had a great weekend,”
Durham said. “To be up 22 at the
half, you’d like to get it over with, but
that rarely happens. It was good for us
to learn how to play with a lead. The
second half didn’t start out great. We
had to fight through something, but
we did a really nice job at building
the lead back up over the final six
minutes. We didn’t shoot the ball
well all weekend, but we won both.
We’ll take that and try to get better.”
The two GNAC wins have put the
Nanooks into third in the standings
with a 6-2 record overall. The
Nanooks will face Northwest Indian
College Dec. 11 at the Patty Center.
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Awaken, Antagonist: a profile of Fairbanks death metal
Wyatt Wilcher
Sun Star

A lot of the popular local music
that comes from Fairbanks is acoustic,
generally either acoustic or folk. One
wouldn’t expect to find a melodic
death metal band among majestic
mountains and rugged landscapes.
Despite this Awaken, Antagonist was
founded three years ago in Fairbanks
by Kris Larson and Tyler Martin.
Since their foundation, they have
added Jesse Gill and Sean Pederson,
both on guitar, and Mark Redinius
on bass, with Larson and Martin
on drums and vocals, respectively.
Martin writes most of the lyrics,
taking inspiration from horror movies
and the ideas that come from them,
such as the song “Homicidal Seed,”
which is about the mind of a serial
killer, or “The Great Unrest,” which
is taken inspiration from the low-

budget horror film “The Evil Dead.”
Awaken Antagonist’s music itself
is an interesting counterbalance
between melodic yet heavy guitars,
with angry, chaotic sounds that
somds reminiscent of hardcore
punk, while retaining the demonic,
guttural vocals common to the genre.
Awaken, Antagonist is a reflection
of metal as a whole. Their sound is
one of contrasts, be they light and
dark, ugly and beautiful, chaotic
and peaceful, or even soft and heavy.
Although from Fairbanks, Awaken,
Antagonist’s sound reflects outside
influences, which include such
acts as The Black Dahlia Murder,
Cannibal Corpse, and At the Gates.
“Every time we change members,
we either get more committed
members or just better musicians.
So, we never downgrade,” Larson
said in reference to the revolving
door of band members that have
been in Awaken, Antagonist since the

band’s foundation on Sept. 30, 2011.
However, a metal band from
Fairbanks faces some unique
challenges, considering the
town isn’t exactly a breeding
ground for metal bands like Los
Angeles, New York, or London.
“I think that it can benefit or
it can hurt you, because when we
go play places out of state, we tell
people we’re from Fairbanks,” Larson
said. “But, when we play, we’re
recognizable. We don’t lead with that.”
For those not in the know, death
metal is described as a sub-genre of
heavy metal music that incorporates
heavily distorted and downtuned
guitars, fast-paced riffing, drum beats
playing at blindingly fast tempos,
with an emphasis on the “blast
beat,” a beat played incredibly fast
with a double bass pedal on the
drums. Death metal lyrics include
such topics as horror films, extreme
violence, and Satanism, but can also

Letters to the Editor:
Human powered commuter safety
I love the uniqueness of
Fairbanks and the UAF student
body. Although I live with water, I
brag about Fairbanks cabin culture.
I am jealous of the students, faculty
and staff who are able to ride their
bike to work each day despite the
temperature. I am sympathetic to
the folks who have to walk because
they can’t afford gas or a car. I’m
supportive of people running at
-40F. What drives me crazy is
anyone biking, walking or running
in the dark without adequate lights

and reflective gear. The roads of
Fairbanks are narrow, dark and slick.
Someone traveling via human power
on the shoulder has every right to be
there. However, they need to wear
(AK State Law) quality lights on
the front and back as well as quality
reflective gear. It is only a matter of
time until someone is side-swiped this
winter. When a driver is surprised by a
walker dressed in all black while going
40 MPH on slick roads, the results are
unpredictable. There are many hightech lights and simple solutions, but

quality and quantity go a long way.
You can wear Christmas lights for
all I care, just make yourself known
to oncoming traffic. The offenders
give the whole sport a bad name.
If you know a friend who lacks a
light, buy them one (or three) to
ensure they will be your friend at
summer solstice. Bike with the flow
of traffic and walk/run against it.
Wear a helmet. Be safe Fairbanks.
-Mark Oldmixon

Sexual Assault (Un)Awareness Week
It is Sexual Assault Awareness
Week at UAF, and the triviality of
several of the scheduled events is
dismaying. It is commendable that
this awareness week exists, and that
UAF is making other efforts such as
emphasizing Green Dot training on
campus, and hosting showings of
documentaries like The Hunting
Ground. But… a karaoke night? A
video game night? The prevalence
of graphic violence against men
and women in current video games
make this choice absurd. How
do such frivolous events relate to
sexual assault awareness? The truth
is that they don’t, which leads me
to believe the UAF community is
not addressing this issue honestly
or respectfully. My dismay has
deepened viewing the chaste poster
campaign about sexual respect
around campus. One example, a
poster depicting a person shoveling

a sidewalk (Push Back Against Sexual
Misconduct!) could easily be mistaken
for an advertisement of UAF’s “Slips,
Trips, and Falls” safety training. As
a survivor I know that sexual assault
is not G-rated; we belittle the issue
by addressing it prudishly. We could
take a hint from Canada’s “Don’t Be
That Guy” campaign, which pairs
bold and relevant imagery with blunt
statements to raise awareness about
alcohol-facilitated sexual assaults.
I greatly appreciated interim
Chancellor Powers’ honest admission
of UAF’s mishandling of sexual
misconduct cases in the past, his
repeated emphasis on the importance
of campus safety, and the town hall
meetings that facilitated community
discussion. In the wake of all this,
however, I am concerned by a lack of
concrete action. Interim Chancellor
Powers stated that viewing The
Hunting Ground led to his bold

message to the UAF community.
Currently the Hunting Ground’s
partner organization See Act Stop
is circulating a petition asking that
colleges conduct climate surveys
about sexual violence on campus,
and that they share the results of
those surveys with the public (http://
www.seeactstop.org/campussurvey).
Last year UAF conducted such a
survey, yet the results have not been
released publicly despite repeat
requests. I suggest releasing the
results as one way to demonstrate
that UAF is willing to take action.
Chancellor Powers’ statements have
garnered UAF national attention
– we are poised to be a leader
on these issues and I sincerely
hope we meet the challenge.
-Brie Van Dam

delve into topics such as philosophy.
Larson’s least favorite type of
show to play is any show that’s outside
or any mixed genre show, especially
“Angry, Young, and Poor” (AYP) a
free music and entertainment festival
in Ester Park. The band felt they were
playing on deaf ears, as AYP doesn’t
exactly have a huge metal crowd.
“I’ve noticed pretty much with
metal, as long as you’re screaming,
nobody really gives a damn what
you’re screaming about,” Martin said.
On advice for musicians and
bands, Gill said to record everything.
Martin said to keep practicing and to
not be discouraged by an empty venue.
Larson said to play the music that you
want to play, and not what everybody
else wants you to play. Redinius
agreed on recording everything.
Pederson said to not be intimidated
by other bands’ musical skills.

Letter from
the Editor

Advocacy: Really not journalism’s thing.
Danny Fisher / Editor-in-Chief

If you ever need an example
of why journalism is valuable,
read (or watch) Suzanne Collins’
“Hunger Games” series. Every
aspect of media within her fictional
world, Panem, is designed to
influence people to think a certain
way. Leaders, commentators, and
reporters alike carefully construct
announcements and “reports,”
in order to control masses of
subservient citizens. No media on
either side of a revolution against
the Capitol, which for years has
been selecting child representatives
of each district in the nation to
send into an arena to fight to their
deaths, is presented to inform
people.
In Panem, it is the absence of
accurate, unbiased information
that holds the entire population
captive. Without knowledge,
they are unable to rebel against
self-interested leaders. When a
rebellion begins, they too restrict
access to unbiased information,
only releasing propaganda for their
cause. This results in a successful
campaign, but also a continuation
of the captivity the rebels had lived
in for generations.
Unfortunately, though we live in
a country that was founded on the
values of freedom of speech and of
the press, there are individuals who
misunderstand the significance and
purpose of news media.
On Nov. 18, reporters were
banned from a sit-in in solidarity
with the students at the University
of Missouri at Northampton’s
Smith College Center that drew
several hundred protesters. Alyssa
Mata-Flores, a student and one
of the protest’s organizers, asked
that any journalists who wanted to
cover the event participate in the
sit-in and “articulate their solidarity
with black students and students of
color.”
In case the flaw with this logic
is unclear, let me articulate that
the role of news media in the real
world is to be as unlike the media in
Panem as possible... So advocacy?
Really not our ‘thing’.
The reason behind our ethical
responsibility to be impartial in our
writing is simple; without access
to accurate, unbiased writing,
people are limited in their ability
to understand the things that are
going on around them and make
decisions to act in their best interest.
To take away access to information
is one of the surest ways to leave
people defenseless.
If a cause is just, honest
journalism will not represent it as
otherwise. It is only our duty to give
people the tools they need to come
to their own conclusion. We do not
advocate because this is not Panem,
and we should never disarm the
public in such a manner as Collins
illustrates.
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‘Nook on the Street

Last (two)weeks
on Yik Yak

This week we asked students, “What are your plans for the winter break?”

Yik Yak is a social media app that
allows people anonymously to create
and view “Yaks” within a 5-mile radius.
These Yaks are selected and compiled
by Molly Putman / Layout Editor

I tell myself I’m not a nerd
compared to other people, but
here I am downloading a sandbox
mmorpg completely in Russian just
so I can try it early.
“Catching up with friends and
family from town.”
-Garratt Dohse,
Secondary Education

“I’m working, going to chill out,
and get fucked up.”
-Skyla Powers, Social
Work

“I’m going to the tanning salon

and then going to Hawai’i.”
-Presley Coryell,
Biology

UAA student takes a dick pic, gets a
degree in microbiology.
UAA student opens MS Paint, gets
degree in computer art.
UAA student makes an order for
a quesadilla and gets degree in
foreign languages.
Slept like a baby last night. Woke
up every two hours and cried.

“To find scholarships to pay for
college and just have fun with
family.”
-Isaac Gage, Accounting

“Enjoy the Christmas season
with family and friends. Also, so
Christmas caroling.”
-Isabel Castro, Biological
Sciences

This week’s ‘Nook on the street was compiled by Megan Bennett / Sun Star

“I’m going to be here working
at the Fire station all winter
break. Though I have to stay
year around, I love it.”
-Patrick Bruner, Fire
Science

Sun Star Picks: UAF and community events
The Sun Star Picks calendar is compiled weekly based on the choices of the editorial staff.

Wednesday / 9

Friday / 11

Sunday / 13

It’s my birthday! Happy birthday me!
Also, there will be an open mic at
the Marlin at 10 p.m. hosted by
Bernie Badass. Since it’s at the
Marlin, you can only attend if you
are over 21, WHICH I WILL BE.
SUCK IT, NERDS. - Molly Putman /
Layout Editor

The Alaska Sea Grant Program
is hosting an open house at 2
p.m. in 201 Elvey! The Sea Grant
program is a federally funded branch
of UAF that studies coastal and
marine ecosystems, and provides
opportunities for students to get
involved and do research. - Zayn Roohi
/ Photo Editor

If you’re into improv, devised theatre,
or old Greek playwrights, then UAF’s
annual production of Winter
Shorts is the Sunday past-time
for you! Their final showing for this
school year will be this Sunday at 2
p.m. in the Salisbury Lab Theatre.
Other performances will also be
Friday and Saturday night at 7:30p.m.
Admission is $5. Come support our
local actors, actresses, and Sophocles
experts! - Lida Zakurdaew / Distribution
Manager

Thursday / 10
If you’re a fan of stuffy Brits
experiencing intrigue, KUAC is
holding an early screening of
Downton Abbey’s final season
premiere in the Davis Concert
Hall, 7-10 p.m. Personally, it’s
not for me—it’s my feeling that
the founding fathers fought a war
specifically so that I wouldn’t have to
hear anything about royal weddings,
much less titles of nobility. The event
is only open to KUAC donors, but
their donation drive is still going if
you’re thirsty for wealthy English
folks.- Spencer Tordoff / Web Editor

Saturday / 12
Wo k a F l o c k a F l a m e i s
preforming at The Blue Loon at
10 p.m. Feeling high energy? Want
to dance violently to keep yourself
warm through cold December nights?
Are you 21 or older?! Me neither.
However, if any of the above applies
to you by the time Saturday rolls
around, this might be an event for
you. A concert always seems like a
fantastic way to spend the night. You
can buy tickets online for $50. - Kyrie
Long / Copy Editor

Naturally Perspiring

Subway went up a dollar. Riot
anyone? #munchmoneyRIP
I have always felt like a crazy cat
lady stuck in the body of a perfectly
sane man who doesn’t have any
pets. I want to make the transition,
but I’m worried about what my
parents will think.
UAA student finds a rock. Receives
a degree in geology.
My study habits consist of actually
studying for 10 minutes, online
shopping for 30 minutes, napping
for 2 hours, eating for 30 minutes,
and repeat.

Monday / 14
Head on down to the Pub at 4:30
p.m. for Monday Night Football
between the New York Giants and
Miami Dolphins. Grab a beer and
some nachos and enjoy a football
game with other people. Please drink
responsibly. - Aaron Walling / Advertising
Manager

By Mason Schoemaker

Adventures in Elsbeth

How do I face my problems when
my problem is my face?

Atop a Boat on Muted Water
By Kaitlynn Lucas
Atop a boat on muted water
A child sits, back facing father
No words spoken less the Chinook scared
No worries mentioned less youth unprepared
But the bobber ever bobbing... For not!
The Kenai turned to salt by child’s curst sobbing
A thousand empty beds to rouse each lost catch
Nature withdrew raged into the Chugach
All sky, all earth hid in an eagle’s nest
Father led child away to Cook Inlet
Through if truth was truth and not pretend
The world’s pretend, save us and Fire Island
The child’s belly roared for answers in a lie
Spiritus mundi, Ra, Hail Mary, Om, I tried
The father called the eagle, bring the world here
Nature plays her banshee winds against eagle’s ear
To bring Chinook back too great a mortal task
Eternity becomes the last remaining catch
The father carves his immortal name on the boat—his shrine.
Endlessly evasive, the father becomes Father Time
In and out of consciousness, child hears Father’s Time’s fable
Truth sits behind—the child will not rock it’s cradle—
A condition too far loved to sacrifice to circuit
No fish at Fire Island, but the boat circuits it
Child’s oars long inert, Father Time’s arms ticking at the bend
With each stroke, Father causes heaven to descend
The Sun lands Fire Island ablaze with blood-dimmed waves
Father Time carves Child Intertia on his child’s grave
Mother peers out from the Chugach to see what her husband has done
In the gyre she finds him blind and in his eyes a gaze like the Sun.
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As a student of the University of Alaska,
you could be saving 17% on qualifying
AT&T plans.
To check your eligibility, choose from these options:
• Go to http://www.att.com/getIRU.
• Go to your nearest store (bring proof of eligibility such as an
employee badge, paystub or student ID).
• Contact your AT&T sales representative, Kerry Emery, by emailing
ke0559@att.com or calling 907.264.7245.

Store Locations
Aurora Center
Teddy Bear Plaza

Sponsorship Program discounts: Monthly service discounts are available to qualiﬁed employees, students and other authorized individuals associated with eligible sponsoring organizations, such as companies and colleges/universities with a qualiﬁed business agreement (“Business
Agreement”). Individuals must provide proof of eligibility (valid employee badge/student ID card, paystub or other approved validation method) and subscribe to service as Individual Responsibility Users (IRUs), taking personal liability for their accounts. Discounts are subject to the
Business Agreement and may be interrupted, changed and/or discontinued without notice to you. A minimum number of employees, minimum monthly service charge for qualiﬁed plans, additional AT&T services or other requirements may apply for eligibility. Under some Business
Agreements, the discount can vary monthly depending on your organization’s aggregate volume of qualiﬁed charges. Discounts apply only to the monthly service charge of qualiﬁed plans (unless otherwise provided in your organization’s Business Agreement). If you have a question
about available discounts and/or your eligibility, contact your organization’s telecom manager or contact us at att.com/getIRU. © 2015 AT&T Intellectual Property. All rights reserved.

